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Comprehensive
Promotional
Communications

The start of being successful at this

rests with the Account Management

teams. Co-ordinating the multiple

people and processes which make up

even the most straightforward of

mailings requires experience and a

flexibility attitude – but the key to

profitable direct mail is exploring

different possibilities, which increases

the intricacies of the production.

Central to our reputation is the
production of medium and large-scale
promotional mailings and door drops —
accurately, on time, and with the
highest attention to detail.

DIRECT

Account Management is supported 

by a program of carefully planned

investment. 

Data Management has been developed

using software and hardware systems

which are focused on the triple

objectives of sophisticated segmen-

tation, accurate personalisation, and

good client reporting.   

Our in-house print facility doesn’t aim

to be able to produce a huge range of

material which many other printers 

can do. It is deliberately planned to

meet the present and future needs of

medium to high volume direct mail –

producing continuous, reel, and sheet

full colour print ready to feed the

variety of high-speed laser printers

designed to personalise the stationery

accurately for despatch.

Specialist equipment means that all

material is handled efficiently through

the folding and finishing stages and

can be glued, perfed, punched or slit

into its final form.

Progressing your packs smoothly into

the postal system is one of the most

crucial steps in the direct mail process. 

The two fundamental requirements of

lettershop services are capacity and

flexibility. By investing in modular

equipment we can offer our clients the

highest levels of both, coping with the

most demanding of campaigns and

schedules in terms of volume, variety

and complexity.

32

Commonsense
Customer
Communications

At Mail Marketing International, unlike

most CRM organisations, we actually

produce 25 million customer communi-

cations every month for 100 different

clients – from bills, statements and 

web downloads… to fully detailed

contracts, individual product updates,

and personalised mailings.

Again the process is led by very

experienced account managers who

have often helped contribute to the

planning of the customer relationship

programmes.

Technology investment is concentrated

on providing real-life solutions – our

computer systems are designed to

integrate with advanced CRM software

to provide the ability to undertake

sophisticated two-way communications

programmes.

We can help turn your investment 

in CRM software into real customer

relationships.

Even without such CRM software, we

can help identify your most profitable

customers and analyse their spending

patterns – helping you build a 

better business.

We actually produce 25 million
customer communications every
month, so we can help turn your
investment in CRM software into real
customer relationships.

CONNECT

One of the most important

developments in customer relationship

marketing in recent years has been the

advance in digital printing technology.

A special relationship with Xerox has

enabled us to be at the forefront of this

progress and we can offer the very

latest in fully personalised, colour

digital printing. 

Highly targeted messages can now be

produced cost-effectively – even in

small quantities – directed at specific

target groups.

Digital printing techniques now provide

the ability to send out material centrally

but relating to a diverse branch network

or a field sales force. Local maps and

pictures can even be included.

Research shows that personalised cards

can be used to increase loyalty 

and response. We have extensive

experience and capacity to produce

plastic and board cards and,

importantly, of being able to match 

and mail them accurately.

Using advanced software combined

with digital printing and mailing

methodologies which pass the scrutiny

of leading banks – we can provide

detailed ‘statement’ services for loyalty

points schemes and personalised and

targeted vouchers. 

KEY SERVICES

• Personalised promotional mailings  • Broadscale & targeted door-drops   

• Promotional card mailings  • Brochure distribution  • Tactical sales communications

• Innovative foil & poly wrapping  • Comprehensive mail-order services

KEY SERVICES

• Regular customer communications  • Highly individualised & segmented mailings

• Loyalty points tracking & statement despatch  • Customer magazine distribution  

• Personalised  vouchers and offers  • Variable coupon mailings  • Tactical messages  

• Plastic & board card production  • Individualised response packs  

• Multiple-matched card mailings
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Completely Secure
Communications

The basic mechanics of producing a

bank’s statement run, a mortgage

company’s rate change notice, or an

insurance company’s annual statutory

notice mailing, are exactly the same 

as those used for an equivalent

promotional mailing: data handling,

stationery production, laser printing

and enclosing.

Processes which Mail Marketing has

been undertaking and developing for

over 50 years.

However, the philosophy behind them 

is different – and this brings subtle

changes in methodology which we also

understand and practice.

There are the obvious requirements 

of physical security: access to every

department is security card controlled,

with CCTV and alarm systems in

operation round the clock.

All of the most sensitive work is carried

out within a special secure area with

restricted ‘need to have’ access control. 

But data integrity is also paramount.

Each and every personal record

obviously has to be accurate, and it also

needs to be accounted for through all

stages of production and mailing.

We have invested considerably in

developing control procedures and

systems which allows us to achieve

100% data integrity. 

The data, production and mailing

processes are all fully auditable. High

speed video monitoring of laser printers

and computer feedback from mailing

machines gives us the ability to report

back the processing and timing of

individual packs. Data is constantly

cross-checked with the original file and

any human or machine errors are

identified and reprocessed. 

The response side is also included and

incoming money transactions can be

handled and banked on your behalf

with detailed reporting procedures. 

We have already been the subject of

security inspections for several large

financial institutions and have been

rated at the highest level possible –

equivalent in one case to their own

company premises.

SECURITY MAILINGS

4

KEY SERVICES

• Rate-change notifications  • Regular financial statement production  

• Dividend and share issue mailings  • Secure data analysis & processing  

• 100% mailing integrity  • Fully auditable operations  • Payment handling

KEY SERVICES

• Maximisation of postal discounts using latest sorting technology – both hardware 

and software – for consolidation  • Simplified postal administration  

• Sorting, streaming and sourcing most cost-effective routing for mail  

• Best advice on matching postal carrier to client profile

We understand that secure mailings
require a different operational philosophy
and methodology, even while using the
same mechanical processes.

The market will fragment and users will

be faced with a choice over their

posting options: simple and more

expensive or best value and complex.

To get the best value from this freer

market will require a significant effort

in monitoring regulations, tracking

prices, computer processing, getting

mail sorted, and preparing each mailing

for multi-point delivery. And the

situation will be made more complex by

an ever-changing scenario as rules are

phased in and modified, and carriers

move in and out the picture.

Most individual mailers – even the

large-scale users – will prefer to

outsource this level of detail, and we

believes that achieving value for money

postage for our clients will be a key

customer service factor in the future. 

It is right that customers understand

the concepts involved, which will be

essentially quite straightforward. It is

the detail – and the investment

required to handle that detail – which is

perfect for outsourcing. 

We do not intend to become involved

in actual mail delivery, but we do want

to be able to provide an up-to-the-

minute postal consultancy service to

As the postal system gets opened up 
to competition over the next few years,
the choice facing mailers will become
more complex.

our clients and help them get the best

possible value for money from their

postage budgets.

OnePost is not only a service – it is also

an ongoing philosophy. Clients will

continue to be able to mail knowing

that – whatever the rules, whatever the

postal market trading situations – Mail

Marketing through OnePost will be

helping to achieve the best possible

value for the client.

To this end the company is investing

extensively in training, systems and

technology.

INTRODUCING…
OnePost
ONEPOST ONEPOST ONEPOST
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Sales and Account Handling
We have an experienced and dynamic
sales team working with our account
handlers to provide a smooth and
seamless service. Working in teams of
Key Account Managers, Managers,
Account Managers and Account
Executives, they ensure that every aspect
of your campaign is carefully managed
both internally and externally.

Data Management
We have developed and invested in
both software and hardware that offers
our customers the opportunity to use
their data efficiently and profitably.
Using a PC-based network, we can
merge files, digitise various images, run
sophisticated de-dupe and verification
procedures and personalise customer
information. We also manage large files. 

We are able to handle most types of
data files and can receive data by e-mail,
ISDN, CD, magnetic tape, or cassette. 

In-house Print
Our in-house print technology has been
specifically developed to meet the needs
of present and future direct mail
requirements. We can produce
continuous, reel and sheet full four- and
five-colour print. The equipment can also
pattern-perf and produce cutouts.

Digital Print
Mail Marketing International has
worked very closely with Xerox in
developing the capabilities of our Digital
Colour Printers which produces A3 full
colour sheets combined with full
personalisation. We can offer a total
print and mailing on demand service,
even remotely –  combining the use of
the Internet, specialist software and
data formatting, finishing, and mailing.

We can also provide immediate online
access to a PDF file copy of an individual
record for reference.

Buying Services
Our specialist buyers provide individual
solutions in print, finishing, material and
special products, both in the UK and
from specialist suppliers abroad.

In many cases, we can use our
substantial buying power. to negotiate
pricing contracts on behalf of our
customers for such items as envelopes,
sheet-fed and web printing.  

All our procurement business is won on
the basis of cost effectiveness, quality
and delivery. 

Personalisation
We have the personalisation power to
handle small to large runs and several
campaigns at the same time. We can
duplex, rotate images, digitise signatures
and maps and use a vast range of fonts.

The five Xerox sheetfed printers give us
the ability to personalise to A3. 

Our four continuous feed Océ
Pagestreams can personalise up to A2+
and can run without side sprockets to
give extra image width if required. 

Specialist Finishing
From the latest in unwind and in-line
folding equipment to conventional
stream folders we can handle most
finishing work. Our finishing capability
includes: glueing (hot and cold melt),
slitting, cutting, perfing, multiple roll
folds, cross folds, attaching, and stamp
affixing.

Cards
For loyalty schemes, membership,
payment and promotional messages the
personalised plastic or laminated board

6 7

Creatively Produced
Communications

In a busy marketplace, we recognise

that clients and their agencies will

always want to explore new and

distinctive ways of communicating their

message – and this often extends

beyond the words and graphics into

the physical format.

Discovering whether a particular idea

can be produced, and cost-effectively,

can sometimes be shrouded in mystery

and jargon.

At Mail Marketing, we place an

importance on offering a link between

creative minds and the mechanics

involved. Our extensive knowledge of

the equipment and processes involved

is always available.

Testimony to this, we believe, is the 

roll-call of leading agencies who

recommend our services to their clients.

Sometimes the driving force is a

technical, rather than a creative,

need… sometimes the budget…

whatever the requirement our

specialists are happy to try to solve the

problem.

But even without a direct client

request, we are always considering

better ways to produce mailings, such

that we have a full-time expert

exploring different finishing methods

and creating special products. 

One result of this thinking is En-Mail™

– a cost-effective, fully personalised, DL

or C5, ‘close-faced’ pack which ensures

the total integrity of the contents.

Using groundbreaking processes –

particularly a special ‘lost glue’ concept

– the finished item is made up of a

separate letter inside a envelope.

However, it is produced from a single

piece of paper, so it can be personalised

at all points across both sides of the

letter and envelope on a single pass.

This gives great flexibility and accuracy,

and involves no mistaken collation at

enclosing and mailing stage.

The stationery can be produced in full

colour throughout – including the

envelope, which gives greater impact

to the message without increasing the

cost. Additional finishing options

(cutting, gluing, perforating, etc.) can

also be applied – creating coupons,

vouchers and reply devices.

Innovation is not confined to physical

items, the success of our operation is

attributable to the improvements made

by our systems and data management

teams – in developing sophisticated data

manipulation routines for file merges,

de-duplication and verification procedures

and personalisation techniques.

INNOVATIONS
card plays a significant role in increasing
loyalty and affinity. Using thermal image
or high quality inkjet we are able to
offer the complete card personalisation
solution. We can affix cards to almost
any format including folded letters Our
mount and match equipment gives you
100% accuracy. 

Lettershop
Progressing your mail smoothly into the
postal system is one of the most crucial
steps in the direct mail process. Our
40,000 sq. ft of lettershop and billing
facilities in Bristol and Weston-Super-
Mare offer everything you would expect
from a leading direct mail specialist
including enclosing C4 or 220mm
square packs, three way matching, up
to 14 inserts, intelligent inserting and
secure billing. All this is managed by a
team of dedicated specialists.

Foil and Polywrapping
We have pioneered a revolution in
wrapping materials. Direct mail
solutions, using a variety of polypro-
pylene formats and eye catching
metalised holographic foil, have been
utilised by our customers to increase
response rates or gain mailing benefits.
We are able to handle creative packs
that include items such as pens, CDs,
sachets and other promotional items. 

Facilities include the ability to read,
address and match the foil outer to a
personalised piece inside. We can handle
up to 9 items and shuttle feed larger
inserts or brochures over 70mm thick. 

Door Drops
As one the largest producers of door
drops our customers have experienced
the cost effective and efficient way that
we have combined our procurement,
finishing, mailing and despatch
departments.

KEY SERVICES

• Special products  • Self-mailers including: En-Mail  • Creative production consultancy 

• Technical solutions  • Data systems developments

We have a wealth of experience and a
willingness to solve practical problems
or find ways of producing unusual
creative ideas.

We have a wealth of experience and a
willingness to solve practical problems
or find ways of producing unusual
creative ideas.
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the cost effective and efficient way that
we have combined our procurement,
finishing, mailing and despatch
departments.

KEY SERVICES

• Special products  • Self-mailers including: En-Mail  • Creative production consultancy 

• Technical solutions  • Data systems developments

We have a wealth of experience and a
willingness to solve practical problems
or find ways of producing unusual
creative ideas.

We have a wealth of experience and a
willingness to solve practical problems
or find ways of producing unusual
creative ideas.



Springfield House  •  West Street  •  Bristol  •  BS3 3NX

Telephone: 0117 966 6900 Telephone: 0117 963 4348

Email: sales@mailmarketinginternational.com
Website: www.mailmarketinginternational.com
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communication is the keycommunication is the key


